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Education funding in tug of war
By Dmitri Bulgakov
REPORTER

During this and the next few
weeks the fate of the state educational funding will be decided for
the upcoming two years — possible tuition raises depend on that
decision.
Ohio higher education has
received several cuts over the last
few years. Ohio's higher education budget in 2001 was cut by
S20 million and in 2002 by $120
million. There were three cuts last
year $121 million in )uly, $13.4
million February and $39.2 million March. According to Larry
Weiss, associate vice president of
University relations and governmental affairs, the total cut of
$316.6 miUion for the three years

has cost each full-time student
nearly $1,000.
"We need to invest substantial
financial support in higher education," said David Goodman, a
senator who its on the Senate's
Finance Committee. "We have 20
to 30 years of bi-partisan neglect
to make up for. I am fighting hard
to restore funds ... we need to
find ways in the future to do
more."
Every other year, the state
approves a two-year budget. The
governor this year has made recommendations for slight increases for higher education in both
fiscal year '04 and '05. Fiscal year
'04 starts on July 1 — less than a
month from now. However, after
going through the House of

Representatives, the budget's
higher education item has gotten
another cut and now lies in the
Senate. Now many senators are
determined to increase such
spending.
"On llastl Wednesday the
Senate unveiled its budget plan,
which contains a $225 million
increase in funding for higher
education beyond the budget as
passed by the Ohio House of
Representatives," senator Randy
Gardner from Bowling Green
said. "While I believe there
remains more to do to make Ohio
more competitive in education
attainment, the Senate plan is a
significant achievement during
very difficult budget times. There
is a direct link between investing

in higher education and Ohio's
economic future."
University junior Holly Haines
recently testified in front of senators in support of the higher education spending.
"I think it is important that we
continue state aid to universities
such as Bowling Green because
the financial support that we
have received and hope to continue to receive has helped so
many people have the opportunity to attend college, like
myself," Haines said. " ...
Receiving a college education
aids individuals in the process of
achieving their goals and dreams
and experiencing a lifetime of
success."
I laines said she would not be

where she is today if it were not
for the state support that she has
received. "I want other people to
be able to have the opportunities
that I have had, and there are so
many people that we still need to
reach out to. I wanted to show
others that college students really
do care, and that we are not taking our education for granted."
According to some estimates,
there is much to be done to
increase the competitiveness of
the state and the prospects of better tax revenues.
"Ohio is the undereducated
state, Weiss said. "We are far
beneath the national average in
the percentage of our population
that has education beyond high
school degrees. As we are becom-

WOW-in

on one whee
By Chuck Soder
MANAGING EDITOR

April McCurdy lets her unicycle do the talking.
From atop her six-foot tall one-wheeler, the quiet 13 year old draws the
eyes of passers-by as she silently swerves through a line of parking cones.
Next, she hops aboard a smaller unicycle for more stunts — backpedaling, juggling and using a hula hoop as a jump rope. A man stops his car and
watches in disbelief: "No way," he says.
Members ofWOW Unicycle Club are used to the attention, according to
Ian Layne, WOW director. Part of a one-wheeler's appeal is that it gives the
rider a skill that makes them unique, Layne said.
"They can do something that other people can't," she said.
It's not an easy skill to learn, April says. For her, practice reaches beyond
WOW's weekly meeting in the Eppler Complex and onto neighborhood
sidewalks, parking lots and occasionally into the house, despite the wishes
of her parents, Tom and Donna.
April represents the younger side of WOW members, who range in age
from 6 to 72.
On the flipside, Layne, now in her 60s, has ridden for 25 years. In 1984, she
founded WOW, which originally stood for "Wood One-Wheelers," Soon,
WOW grew beyond Wood County. The group shortened its name when it
merged with Smiling Faces Unicycle Club from Findlay. Layne founded that
group, too, 12 years earlier.
At the time, she couldn't even ride a unicycle.
Since then, she and the rest of WOW have won eight national championships and have ridden in two Orange Bowl halftime shows. They've also
hosted four national meets — two at BGSU and two at the University of
Findlay.
Between competitions they entertain, participating in about 50 events a
year, according to Layne.
"We rum down more shows and parades than we can do," she said.
Aside from WOW officers, Laync's assistants are the group's adults —
which have in the past included BGSU students and faculty. But more than
two-thirds of this year's group are children and teenagers.
Layne said WOW is good for youngsters, especially those as quiet as April.
"Some kids don't come out of their shell till they find something they like
to do and want to talk about it," she said. "It's a great way for kids to bloom."
Her grandson did just that.
"|He] was really shy, then he'd get on a unicycle. and he could do anything," she said.
Layne's grandson isn't her only relative that rides — nearly all of them do.
Her husband and five children ride unicycles. So do seven of her 10
grandchildren.
"The rest of them are only babies," she said.
Nowadays her family's youngsters learn to ride as soon as they are tall
enough to hop aboard. For them, it has become as natural as riding a bicycle — sometimes even more so, Layne said.
"For a while my granddaughter could ride a unicycle but not a twowheeler," she said.
It's also a family affair at the McCurdy household. Both April and her
seven-year-old sister Samantha ride unicycles.
Samantha isn't quite ready for the six-foot unicycle, but she's past the
basics, according to her mother Donna.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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BUDGET, PAGE 6

"We can do a
woman's... club, and
it is very successful.
We get mail from
men saying, 'Hey
what about us?'"
HEATHER BISHARA. OFFICE OF
CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT'S PROGRAM
COORDINATOR

Boredom
not only
summer
option
By Dmitri Bulgakov
REPORTER

IN THE SKY: April McCurdy, 13, sits atop her six-toot-tall unicycle. McCurdy — shorter than
the one-wheeler she rides — learned this and other tricks as a part of WOW Unicycle Club.
The club holds weekly practices in Eppler Complex.

UNICYCLISTS, PAGE 3

ing the undereducated state, the
average earnings are also going
down, because we do not have
people with the college degrees...
One of the comments we are
using |to convince the legislators!
is |that| higher learning means
higher earning."
Low earnings create a problem
for the state, because it then cannot generate enough tax revenue.
Thus the proponents of generous
spending on education say that
spending on the higher education is investing because higher
education adds to tax revenues.
However, the struggle for educational spending is not over yet.
The Senate version of the budget

The campus looks dead now in
comparison with what we see
during the fall and spring.
However, that docs not mean that
one cannot find some cultural
activities to enjoy. The Office of
Campus Involvement with
Student Union has quite a few
events this summer. Take a note:
films, music, bingo, clubs and
trips.
Four more movies are to tie
shown this summer at the Union
Theater.
"We have a sizzling movie series
[this summcrl," said Heather
Bishara. program coordinator of
Office of Campus Involvement.
"So what we did is we picked
movies that are having sequels
coming out this summer. The
only film that does not have a
sequel coming out is Men In Black
2. So it is the way for students to
see the first movie before they get
to the second." like last summer,
fewer films are shown than during
the academic year.
Readers wanting to share their
thoughts on books arc welcome at
summer book clubs. Sign up for
the first club begins June 2 at the
information desk in the Union,
lune's book is "For Better or
Worse." The club is open to 12
participants.
"We decided this |to pick up
this women's novel, because of | a
lot of feedback that women are
more avert readers," Rosa Hanco,
program coordinator of Union,
said. "We can do a woman's ...
book club, and it is very successful. We get mail from men, saying
Hey, what about us?'"
Though women have shown
more interest, men are still invitACTIVITIES, PAGE 2
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Sluggers endure growth
pains, look to next year
By Daniel Gedney
SPOUTS REPORTER

With a roster that contained as
many freshmen as it did juniors
and seniors combined,
the
Bowling Green baseball team
was forced to go with youth over
experience this season.
"I guess it was kind of a growing pain year," head coach
Danny Schmitz said. "When you
only start one senior and one
junior position player wise,
everyone
else
is
a
freshman/sophomore, I guess
we kind of showed our inexperience and our youth this year."
The inexperience led the
Falcons to a record of 17-28 overall and 9-1H in the Mid-American
Conference. They failed to qualify for the Mid-American
Conference tournament.
The Falcons were led this season by Kelly Hunt, who hil .439 in
his senior season. The only
Falcon to start all 45 games, Hum
led the learn in runs batted in

(61), hits (75), doubles (18). total
bases (122), slugging percentage
(.713), walks (21) and fielding
percentage (.988).
Hunt ended his career at BG
with a .399 batting average, good
for a tie for sixth place in MAC
history. He also leaves as the
schools all-time leader in runs
batted in with 197, placing him
second all-time in the MAC, as
well as the record for total bases
(434) and putouts (1,027). He
also tied for the most home runs
in school history with 45.
"He really rewrote the record
book." Schmitz said. "Hitting
number three or four for us in the
middle of the lineup, that is going
to be a major hole for us to fill
next year."
Outfielder David Barkholz
ended the 2003 season on a tear.
He finished with a nine-game
hitting streak, eight being multihit games, where he raised his
batting average 36 points to finish the season at .348.

"David might be the best centerfielder we have ever had here
at Bowling Green, and we've had
some outstanding centerfielders," Schmitz said. "He covered
the ground out there, and he
came on strong offensively. We're
going to need him to help pick
up the slack that is going to be
vacated when Kelly leaves us."
One freshman who had a
breakout year was Nolan
Reimold. Reimold appeared in
42 of 45 games this season and
started 38 of them. He was third
on the team with a .329 batting
average and 46 hits. He also collected one homerun and drove
inl7runs.
"Nolan was a young man that
we were hoping was going to
step in as a freshman," Schmitz
said. "To be able to hit three or
four for us and being a freshman,
that's pretty amazing to have the
year that he did."
On the pitching side, the
Falcons were led by right-hander

Kyle Knoblauch. In 12 starts,
Knoblauch.went 2-6 with a 3.48
earned run average, 18 walks and
51 strikeouts.
"He pitched very, very well,
and he deserved better |than a 26 recordl, and really if we score
him any type of runs his record is
completely the opposite of what
you're seeing," Schmitz said.
The Falcons will now look to
come out of this rebuilding year
and make their way back to the
top of the MAC West Division.
Schmitz believes that with a year
under their belt, this year's freshmen class will be ready to make
an impact next year.
"One nice thing about this year
is that we had a lot of freshmen
that came in and got their feet
wet, and the big thing is now that
they need to come back as
sophomores, as men and really
be able to be a force next year," he
said.

Bingo, music and book club to keep
Union-goers busy through summer
ACTIVITIES. FROM PAGE 1

ed. The club is a trial and much
would depend on the amount of
feedback they receive.
"We are more than happy to
do Ithisl, we would Hike to| have
two book features per month,"
llanco said. "One for the
women's book club, one for the
general book club that could be a
non-fiction title, something on
the bestseller list."
Bingo has for the first time
joined the list of activities at the
Union. It starts lune 3, and will be
played every other Tuesday in
the Falcon's Nest.

"Bingo, it is very popular at a
lot of other campuses and a lot of
other Unions," Hanco said. "We
are going to be giving out prizes.
It is not going to be for cash."
Bingo will be free to all who play.
There would be a limit of two
cards per person. Players can
check out cards with ID.
The prizes for Bingo, according
to Hanco, are gifts certificates for
different restaurants donated by
the community. Aside from certificates, contestants could also
win some summer supplies.
"You play for an hour and you
win something, why not," Hanco
said. "If it is very successful we

are hoping to get more involvement from the community for
maybe some higher ticket
prizes."
On Tuesdays with no Bingo,
there will be music performances in the Nest.
"We have students from the
College of Musical Arts lazz program. They agreed to come in
and are performing for about an
hour," Bishara said.
There are also two workshops
organized for those who going
on vacation: trip planning and
backpacking
"People are going on vacation,
it is a good opportunity to learn

Time for a change!
Check out these listings...
S20 E. Reed St. Ml Large two bedroom furnished apartment. Across from
campus. Extra storage space. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat.
Laundry facilities on premises. Private parking lot. $525.00 per month (2-3 people)
for a 12 month lease. $575.00 for a 9 month lease (2-3 people).
801 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with balconies or patios.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities. Resident pays
electric and gas heat. $475.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
803 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with balconies or patios.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities. Resident pays
electric & gas heat. $475.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

332 S. Main St.
(419) 352-5620
www.ncwlovcrcaUy.com
newlo I ("dacor.net
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NEW BAR: Beckett's, 146 N. Main St., opened May 20, just after
students left town. The bar is aimed at an older crowd, owners said.

Businesses set
for slump season
By Emily Hois
RtPORIlS

about planning those trips, |so
they can] save their money,"
Bishara said.
Another activity is going to be a
one-day trip to Detroit on July 10.
"Our plan would be to go to
Detroit for a day, to take people
to a mall and also to go to a
Detroit Tiger's game," Bishara
said. The price for the trip would
include the cost of the shuttle
and the baseball game. Everyone
who is interested to going on the
summer trip is encouraged to
call the Office of Campus
Involvement.

f 0LK10W HAS IT THAT
"AMANDA THE GHOST"
HAUNTS THE CHI OMEGA
HOUSE ON
CAMPUS-

t

Despite the departure of many
college students in the summer,
local businesses embrace different tactics to maintain their profits.
Uptown-Downtown, a two
story bar located on the comer of
North Main and Court Streets,
undergoes a change in their customer base once the spring
semester ends But according to
Manager Mike Pheifer, the bar's
overall business isn't greatly
affected.
One reason is that UptownDowntown has different themes
for different nights. "Our clientele
is very diverse," Pheifer said. For
example, Tuesdays are Drag night
and Wednesdays are Goth night,
in which bar-goers might travel in
from Dayton or Detroit.
During the summer months,
regular customers remain loyal to
the bar, Pheifer explained. "No
matter what subculture you fall
into, we have a night for it," he
said.
Although the bar loses about
one-third of its customers in the
summer, a majority of them are
undergraduates. But it's the
upperclassmen, however, who
buy the drinks and bring in the
most revenue. "Because other
bars close in the summer, we get
their clientele," Pheifer said.
To attract customers on slower
nights, Uptown-Downtown now
has ISger bomb specials on

bookstore!
@ THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

FUN ACCESSORIES FOR SUMMERTIME
Nalgene Water Bottles
$9.99 and $12.99

k.AA

•Non-breakable, assorted colors in 16 oz. or 32 oz. size-

Lookers Translucent Accessories
for home or office $8.oo-$20.oo

ry^

Campbell Hill
Apartments

(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace
•Microwaves, garbage disposals
• Rent from ^750.00/mo.

(308,314-318,314,316,
328 & 330 Campbell Hill Rd.)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, dishwashers, garbage disposals
• Rent from ^725.00/mo.

Heinz Apartments

Columbia Courts Apartments

(818 N. Enterprise St., 4*4 &
451 Frazee Ave.)
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace, microwaves
• Rent from ^750.00/mo.

•
•
•
•

BUSINESS, PAGE 3

UNIVERSITY

Semester
Leases
Available

Mercer Manor
Apartments

Thursdays
and
"Money
Mondays," where they have free
pool and two-dollar shots.
Pheifer said most of the ideas they
get are from employees who are
still partying and know who
wants what. "The bar crowd is
very loyal to certain bars certain
nights," he said.
The bar employs about 90 percent college students. Pheifer said
the summer staff is about onehalf to three-quarters of what it is
during the school year. "We have
a high turnover rate," he said,
"Many employees work their way
up." Pheifer is one example. He
began as a bouncer six years ago,
and today he works as a manager.
Another bar called Beckett's,
owned by )im and Walt Fenell,
opened May 20 at Sam B's old
location on North Main Street.
Manager Gus Sonnenberg said
the original plan was to appeal to
an older crowd. "We thought we'd
be open four to 12, then our customers would be in bed,"
Sonnenberg said.
The inspiration for the bar,
which is covered in red carpet,
plays jazzy music and specializes
in maninis and coffee drinks,
came from its former occupant a pool hall.
'We just want to be different,"
Sonnenberg said, "I think we've
got the only eight-foot drop
(pool) table where you pay by the

•Choose from media tower, large storage nest,
handbag & more in bright, translucent colors-

Jordi Labanda Spiral
Journals $3-50-$5.99
•Spirals designed by Jordi Labanda,
fashion & advertising Illustrator, fun
to carry and fun to use»

3 Bedroom
Furnished
A/C
Starting at 5780.00/010.

Dickies & YakPak Handbags
$10.95-$21.95
•Check out the large selection of handbags;
a great accessory for summer fun«

W EAST WOOSTt R ST. •

»2-om
GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING AYAILADLE

University Bookstore and The
Peregrine Shop Hours

Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday Closed

BGSU
BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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RECREATION CENTER OFFERS TRAINERS
The Fitweil Center at the Student Recreation Center is
offering personal training by ACE Certified Personal
Trainers. For a free consultation, stop by the main office for
an application or e-mail ecroley@bgnetbgsu.edu.
—Source: University Marketing and Communications

T IE WEEK
"The stock market situation is certainly having an impact on
major gifts. Many people are waiting for the market to improve
before transferring different stocks."

Businesses tighten
belts for summer BGSU seeks to keep
alumni assistance
MARCIA UTTA, UNIVERSITY DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT

BUSINESS, FROM PAGE 2

hour."
Bui with the compliments
from younger folks and a bulk of
business coming in after 11:30
p.m., Beckett's changed their
mind about how late they would
stay open. With extended hours
until 2 am., the 21 and over bar
now has a doorman checking
IDs and an employee patrolling
the floor.
In light of the late spring opening, Sonnenberg feels summer
business will be fine. "We're pretty confident about it," he said.
"When September comes, that's
what tells the real story. That's
Bowling Green."
limmy Johns, which specializes in gourmet sandwiches, is
located in the Greenwood
Centre. Brian Stevenson, who
drives and delivers for the sandwich shop, said 50 percent of
their clientele is college students.
"We still have a small college
base in the summer," Stevenson
said. But dorms are big sources
of revenue during the school
year. "We'd go the dorms like 30
times a night," he said. That's
one reason the sandwich shop
closes early in the summer.
No late night studying means
less orders at two-thirty in the
morning.
But business for Jimmy Johns
is still good during the day. "We
have a pretty large industrial
base," Stevenson said. They
make many deliveries to places
such as Cooper Tires, along with
companies back by the Sheriff's
office, and businesses along
Main Street.
"We still have a lot of deliveries
until about four in the afternoon," he said.
As far as specials or promotions, Jimmy Johns does a lot of
sampling They distribute their
sandwiches all around town.
"We're pretty cheap to begin
with," Stevenson said, but the
sampling "lets everyone know
we're there."
Video Spectrum, a video rental
store on East Washington Street
has been around for 22 years.
Owner Bill Wilkins has seen

Emily HOB BG New

SUMMERTIME: With students leaving town, Uptown-Downtown is
preparing to keep customers by offering summer specials.
many summers come and go co-owner Susan Wilkins target
and said one reason for the early film majors or people interested
summer business slump is due in movies.
"They'll (employees) care
to the extended daylight.
"Because of the seasons, there more about taking care of the
are outside functions," Wilkins customer, and that's most
said. Also, the time period after important to us," Mr. Wilkins
graduation when college stu- said, "Our philosophy is to satisfy
dents have gone home and local the customer."
Video Spectrum embraces
kids are still in school is slow for
"owner participation on a daily
business.
But after the transition is over, basis." This practice enables
and school is officially over, busi- them to "address problems right
there and change them immediness picks up.
"There are always little peaks ately," according to Wilkins
and dips," Wilkins said, but closing for the summer simply
"couldn't be done." Curling up
with popcorn and a good movie
is always in demand. And with a
selection that runs between
17,000 and 18,000 movies, Video
Spectrum offers customers
everything from foreign films to
classics to independent films
and television series.
With a mix of customers
Wilkins, said the store has
learned to buy movies that
respond to the demand of regular workers along with college
students. When hiring he and

WOW: a family affair
UNICVCLISTS, FROM PAGE 1

"She's working on going backwards," Donna says just as
Samantha grabs her mother's
arm to push off for a demonstration.
April and Samantha occasionally practice together, too,

the increased cost of education
for students here and at all instiDespite harsh economic times tutions in Ohio," he said. "They
across the nation, financial con- want students to have access to
tributions to the University are up the education."
Awarding more than $2 million
6.5 percent from last year's total of
$6.2 million. As of March 31. more in scholarships last year, officials
than $6.6 million has been given contribute such success to their
to the University for scholarships, ability to tailor scholarships to the
fellowships for graduate students interests of donors. "We're all
and numerous other types of working with individuals on a
donations from both alumni and regular basis," Koder said. "As pan
of that process, we're looking for
friends of the University.
However, according to Marcia what excites them. As we start to
Latta, director of development, identify where they want to leave
this doesn't mean that the a legacy or make an impact, then
University is immune to being we can match it up."
Focusing on ways to help
affected by the current economy.
"The stock market situation is orphans like himself get through
certainly having an impact on college, 1998 graduate lim (kxxl
major gifts," Una said. "Many has first hand knowledge of how
people are waiting for the market the economy can influence
to improve before transferring donations. In addition to estab
lishing the first orphan scholar
different stocks."
As a result of the current eco- ship for University students last
nomic conditions, few scholar- year, Good has been working to
ships are becoming endowed. create the American Orphan
The $25,000 minimum donation Association based on proceeds
to endow, or ensure a fund's per- from private donors.
"I'm so used to people telling
manent existence at the
University, seems impossible to me that my charity will fail given
many donors this year. But the current economic condiaccording to Tim Koder, director tions," Good said. "People arc
of major gifts, the desire to create obviously concerned about theil
scholarships is there now more pocketbooks. but you still have
than ever, keeping this the most that core group who will continue
to give."
popular way to contribute.
The University is counting on
"I think people arc more compelled to want to help establish its core group too, but even these
scholarships because they're get- donors, like Good, have been hit
ting the news and information of hard financially. Due to a lack of
By Kara Hull

DEPORIER

1 large cheese or

1tn, lnaiii7M

Domino's M "
1 medium 2 topping pizza
Pizza
$7 Student
Value Menu
(vaH w/ B6SU D only)

7 Specials
for $7 each!
1618 LWoojrtr, Unit J

Una said.
Regardless of the economic situation, the tactics used to
encourage contributions remain
unchanged. Personal meetings
with prospective donors are the
most effective, according to latta.
"When we can go and visit with
potential donors, they arc generally very receptive." she said.
"When we meet, we can tell them
BGSU's story, find out what their
interests arc and match those
interests to a need here."
Students can work wonders
when it conies to supporting current donors and persuading
DONATIONS. PAGE 6

Preferred Properties Co.
Make your home at:
Newly Renovated Haven House • Updated
Fox Run • Piedmont • Newly Renovated
Rirchwood •Triplex
Models Now Open
Call

torn Puv fm POOL,
MMTOVM m Sown T

younger sister following older sister's lead.
With more than a year of experience and WOW training behind
her, April has advice for other unicycle rookies: "lxiok forward, look
straight, and don't look down,"
she said.
For details on WOW contact
Layne at jlaynel^junoxom.

353-MEGA
(6 8 4 2)

donations to his charity. Good
was not able to provide the funds
to award his scholarship in the
spring. I lowever, he plans to give
the University the money in the
fall, despite his financial situation.
"I've never griped about giving
to the University even when I've
had to borrow money to do so,"
(iood said. "1 originally set up the
scholarship because it was a calling and I was selfish in the sense
that it made me feel good."
Though major gifts spur much
of the University's scholarships,
smaller donations are essential to
the functioning of the University.
"We are very interested in smaller
donations because we view each
Kilt like a vote of confidence,"

Fridays
4 pm-7 pm

$2.00

Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30
Sal. 10-2

530 S. Maple St.

Membership to Chetrywood Health Spa

APPtTfteR

Buffer

•Indoor Heated Pool
-New Equipment
•Sauna
-Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available

Come sail away with a new home from

NEWIWE
Rentals

1 small 3 topping pizza

IMS. Main St. #7 ft 9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above
Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric/heat. #7 $315.00, #9 $375.00 per month tor a 12 month lease.

2 sraal choose ptzzas

117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,6,7: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown. All
are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all ufilifies. #2 $365.00, #4
$375.00, #5 $335.00, #6 $340.00, #7 $385.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

10 chicken Kickers &
a20u.Coks
8 cheesy brad, 5 wings
&a20oz. Coke
1 small cheese pizza plus 1
of the following: 5 wings,
cheesy bread, bread
sticks or cinna sticks

315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. Gas heat.
Resident pays all utilities. Eat in kitchen. Cat permitted with references. Close to downtown.
$450.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
320 Elm St. # A-D: One bedroom furnished apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric/heat only. Private parking lot. Close fo campus. $385.00 per month for a 12
month lease.

NEWIWE
Rentals

332 S. Muin
(4I«>( 352-5A20
. II f\\ l<>\ ITt'illl \ .11)111

new In I C» iliifoi". in-1
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QUOTEIXQIIiTi:
"I've climbed as high as I can, and it was
worth every step of it."

Annika Sorenstam, the first female golfer lo play in a PGA lour event since 1945.
(timtavn)

OPINION

The Dixie Chicks rock the'country*
Natalie Maines, the lead sinner
of the Dixie Chicks, has been
causing controversy again. At the
Academy of Country Music
Awards, the band performed a
song live from Austin, Texas, and
it was broadcast over satellite for
the audience to walch.
While they performed Maines
wore a sleeveless shirt with the
letters FU.T.K on ihe front.
It is not known for sure, but
the letters were assumed by
many at the awards show to be a
message against fellow country

singer Toby Keith. The two have
had a on-going personal battle.
The history of this battle goes
back to when the war was getting
ready to begin. Maines made a
statement that the band was
"ashamed die president of the
United States is from Texas." She
said diis because she did not
agree with Bush's push for military action against Iraq.
After she made that comment
Keith started showing doctored
pictures of Maines with Saddam
Hussein on big-screen televi-

sions al his concerts. Her choice
to wear the shirt is considered to
be her rebuttal to that.
Many viewers at the awards
show booed the Dixie Chicks, as
did odier country singers, after
they finished their performance.
The band also received negative
responses when they were nominated for awards, none of which
they won.
Country music is traditionally
a very pro-American, patriotic
genre. The fact that many radio
stations banned the Dixie

FCC: one owner, one view
one, and to illustrate that point
one need only" Remember die
Maine." "Remember the Maine,"
was a battle cry made |x>pular
during the Spanish-American
War, a war many now credit
newspaper mogul William
Randolph I learst with starting.
At the turn of the 20th century
the only source for news was the
newspapers, and one of two
men, either William Randolph
I learst or loseph Pulitzer controlled the majority of the major
newspapers. As the two journalistic giants competed for readers
they leaped towards the sensational, anything that would grab
and hold the public's eye. In the
I890's, a small group of Cuban
rebels began a resistance movement against die Spanish colonial government and the U.S.
population was hooked. I learst
seized on diis fascination and
began to report wild accounts
ranging from Amazon resistance
fighters to Spanish cannibalism.
As public interest grew 1 learst
sent correspondents Stephen
Crane and Frederick Remington
to cover the war, but upon their
arrival found little to report. The
journalists then wired Hearst
with the following message:
"There is no war. Request to lx'
recalled," to which Hearst supposedly responded, "Please
remain. You furnish the pictures,
I'll furnish the war." In 1898 the
U.S.S. Maine entered I lavana
I l,n Iu n and three weeks later
was sunk by a mysterious explosion, which lo diis day remains
the subject of speculation and
debate. Following the sinking of
the Maine, 1 learst devoted eight
pages a day of his various papers
to the "war" coverage. What
happened next is history.
It has been speculated that it
was similarly the media's influence that handed Bush an election that Core rightly won.
During the 2(K)t) election Gore

KEITH J
POWELL
Columnist

•
If you are wondering why the
new mil's regarding deregulation
passed just days ago by the FCC
are so dangerous, I offer you this
chilling vision of how things
could be; a world where the only
source of information comes
from FOX News. If you're not
scared yet. you should be and I'll
tell you why.
The Federal Communications
Commission voted Monday 3-2
to relax rules regulating ownership, a move proposed by FCC
Chairman Michael Powell and
supported by most of die major
media companies. What this
relaxation in regulations means
is that companies will now be
able to own more television stations. Specifically an individual
company will now be able to
own television stations that
reach 45 percent of the U.S. population as opposed to before
when the cap was placed at 35
percent. This is in addition to
allowing a company to own both
a newspaper and a broadcasting
outlet in communities with nine
or more television stations.
While Powell may choose to
defend the lifting of these restrictions as pan of a strategy to
"advance |our| goals of diversity
and localism," not everyone on
the commission is convinced.
Michael Copps. a fellow commission member described the
changes as creating "a newmedia elite," and thus consolidating the flow of information in
to the hands of a few. In effect,
fewer and fewer people will lx
controlling the information that
the public receives. The concept
of spin is nothing new. but the
idea of all the spin being in the
same direction is a dangerous

won the national vote but the
electoral vote was still undecided, that is until lohn I His with
FOX News stepped in and
declared Bush the winner. The
other networks immediately followed suit and in the public's eye
Core became a desperate man
trying to steal away something
Bush had rightly won. As the
media increasingly portrayed
(lore as this underdog grasping
at straws, the public became
increasingly convinced that was
the tnith of the situation to the
point that his own party and his
own miming mate turned
against theVice-President. The
reality of the situation however,
was thai if the re-counis had
continued it is very possible that
Core would have been proven
the winner. The courts stopped
the re-counts however and
thanks to )ohn Fllis. the nation
"knew" the real winner. In addition lo having been the first to
call the 2000 election, Ellis holds
another distinction; he is first
cousin to (jcorge W. Bush.
Information cannot afford lo
be reduced lo the status of a
commodity. People must be
able to look and see for themselves from varying sources to
have any understanding of the
inith. It is not enough to hope
that die information one is
receiving is unbiased because
there is no such thing as totally
unbiased infonnation. The only
way to have fair and balanced
news is lo receive it from multiple sources, thus allowing the
individual lo process the information. Unfortunately with the
relaxation already passed by the
FCC, ihe only thing that can be
done now is to pressure the
courts to reject die changes and
in the meantime to "Remember
the Maine."

Chicks' music is a strong enough
message that the country music
genre is not ready for political
views different than the mainstream.
In other musical genres like
rock and hip hop, political views
tend to be mingled into songs
much more frequently. There
also has never really been as big
of a controversy of it in these
genres. In rock and hip hop the
only songs that really get banned
are ones that contain curse
words or offensive lyrics.

What is your favorite
"old-school" cartoon?

JAMIE NANCE
SENIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"Beetiejuice. IT WAS
THE BOMB!"

AMANDA BALDWIN
SENIOR, HOSPITALITY

MANAGEMENT
"She-Ra, because she
was better than HeMan."

i

LARON MARTIN

his
RENEEWHITMEYER
SENIOR,
HEALTH PROMOTION

"Smurfs was the best."

Do you agree with all of this? We
doubt it. write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc lo be
fewer than 500 words. These are usually in response to a current issue on
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be included for verification purposes. Personal

attacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
F.-maii submissions as an attachment to rjgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
wilh the subject line marked"Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Column"0nlyemailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing.

MATT
SUSSMAN
Humor Columnist

m 11 PAPER

The BG News Submission Policy

through a transitional period
where over time it will be liberated enough to accept, or even
welcome, differing points of
view, even ones that are considered unpatriotic?
The Dixie Chicks could be
starting this revolution, a mission
to make the genre less critical of
liberal perspectives.
If fans of country music continue to tune out the Dixie
Chicks, and other bands who
share similar views, they might
miss out on a chance to learn.

A near-historic day
PEOPLE at Comerica Park
ON THE STREET

SENIOR, SOCIOLOGY
"He-Man, because he
was better than SheRa."

->

Decades ago when rock musicians like Bob Dylan were
singing about politics and how
they wanted a change, there was
controversy and conflict too.
Now rock musicians like Kid
Rock and 3 Doors Down can
have pro-war views and can exist
alongside lands that don't.
When hip-hop was making its
way into peoples ears telling the
hardships of everyday life, there
was also adversity.
Could it be that the country
music genre is starting to go

"You may say I'm a dreamer,
but I'm not die only one." lohn
Lennon. rest in peace, wasn't
with us at the Ume, but many
were.
I would die laughing if you
■old me that there are 44.000
die-hard Detroit Tigers fans in
the world. In fact, I would die
so fast, you could bury me next
lo Lennon. However, over
44,000 fans joined me in
Comerica Park on Sunday
afternoon, making us the
largest paid attendance in the
4-year history of the stadium.
I'm not a betting man, but I
would bet the farm they
weren't there to see rookie
leremy Bonderman pilch.
Perhaps il was because they
were playing Ihe Yankees, and
Roger Clemens was pitching.
Not only is the future Hall-ofFamer a big draw, he was
attempting to make history. If
Clemens won on Sunday, he
would have notched 300 career
victories -something only 20
other pitchers have done.
The day started off on a
radier bad note. As we pulled
into the parking lot, we noted a
sign which said "Parking: $10."
This made me wonder why the
foreign valet charged me fifteen dollars. I pointed out the
sign, and he said, "No, that's
for different parking." I was just
glad the car wasn't stolen, and
he didn't give me change back
in coins with square holes in
them.
We go! to the park, and
found our seats, and the game
began. The first inning was
scoreless. In the second inning
the Yankees scored first, then
the Tigers tied it back up in the
bottom of the inning However,
the Yankees added lo their lead
in the bottom of the third
when pretty boy Derek leter
homered to left field. (Don't
you wish all spons games were
brought to you biased like
this?)
By the end of the third
inning I was ready to squander
some money on a stadium
frank. An inning and a half
later, I finally received my tendollar meal of a hoi dog, fries,
and a Pepsi. Nol only that, but
the Yankees built a 7-1 lead as
soon as I returned lo my seat.
With Clemens on the mound
with a six-run lead, he was
going lo make history. Right?
Not right. The Tigers some-
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Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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Website: www.bgnews.com

how scored five runs in that
inning, and by the end of the
. 7th inning, the game was tied
8-8. By this time, Clemens was
out of the game and the alcohol imbibed by ihe fans was
starting to lake its toll. Some
fans with lofty aspirations
attempted to start Ihe wave
around the stadium. I noticed
two fans dressed in
Abercrombie shirts trying to
get the lazy fans to stand up
out of their seal and raise their
hands up in a timely fashion
that would create the wave.
And the day was far from over.
The game was still knotted at
8-8 by the end of the 9th
inning. This meant extra
innings, or as I like to call it,
"free baseball." For those of
you who have never experienced an extra-inning baseball
game, lei me paint you a picture. Both teams start to run
out of pitchers. In fact, both
learns ended up using starting
pitchers to finish out the
remainder of the game. We
then sing "Take Me Out to the
Ballgame" again during the
impromptu "14th inning
siretch." Some fans are sobering up, but a steadfast few are
getting drunker. Not only were
our Abercrombie heroes
becoming more and more
wasted, they gave up on starting the wave and began posing
as ushers, allowing only Tigers
fans to return to their seals.
Now this was funny. However,
not all fans were hammered.
Some girls, who were dragged
to the ballpark by their
boyfriends or fiances, were
begging to return home. They
would even offer sexual favors
to their loved ones if they left
early, even the "things" they
said they would never do if
they were paid. As the homy
baseball fans left the park, the
stadium was at about half
capacity for the remainder of
Ihe 17-inning war of attrition,
which the Yankees ended up
winning 10-9.
What's not lo love about
baseball? Sure, it's not an
attractive sport at first glance.
Football has tackles and hockey has fights, but baseball has
so many unique components
that make it a game to enjoy
and experience for a whole day.
Granted, it loses its luster on
TV, but nothing beats a day at
the ballpark. History could be
made. The weather might be
perfect. The sucky home team
might win, and towards the
end, you and your friends gel
to laugh at "Aberdrunkie."

CHUCK SODER. MANAGING EDITOR
JOEL HAMMOND. DESIGN EDITOR
; RUBY MASON. NEWS EDITOR
| ARIEL CASTRO, ASST. NEWS EDITOR
SCOn NILES, ASST. NEWS EDITOR
ERIC FERTEL, PHOTO EDITOR
YUE LI, ONLINE EDITOR
SAMANTHA SIMS. COPY CHIEF

WEIRD

POINT

NEWS
Man tries too hard to
catch an airplane
(AP) A man running late for
his flight to Phoenix called in a
phony bomb threat Monday in
hopes that the plane would be
delayed long enough for him to
get on board, police said.
The 30 passengers were evacuated and a bomb squad
searched the plane with the
help of a dog. All bags were
rechecked for any trace of an
explosive device.
Nothing suspicious was discovered, said Capt. loe Puckett
of the Jackson County Sheriffs
Office.
The man was held on outstanding, unrelated criminal
charges and being questioned
by the FBI, Moran said. The
suspect was not immediately
identified.

DANA ORLANDO, COMMUNITY SERVICE REP AT STERLING UNIVERSITY ENCLAVE

ANTHEM

+*>

Warner Bros Records

Landlords offer
high-speed Web

"Anthem" features the original sound of
Leu Than Jake that fans know and love*
but with an added twist." W? tried to
write a whole different kind of song,"
said vocalist and guitarist Chris

Heasley gives offa Morrison vibe while
the music, complete with keyboards,
has an uncanny resemblance.
One thing the Lilys arc lacking, however, is variety. Each song has a bit of the
same sound. Lyrically, it's like Heasley
is trying too hard to come off as mysterious, deep and pensive. For some,
this combination can equal boring.
The songs seem to drone on until you
can't tolerate them anymore and must
switch to the next track, only to do the
same with that song.
Grade: C— Andrea Wilheim

By Ariel Castro
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

In the past, landlords have
attempted to attract off-campus
students with benefits including
reduced rent, paid utilities, and
free appliances. The newest perk
being offered in Bowling Green is
high-speed Internet access.
Sterling University Enclave
and Winthrop Terrace are two
apartment complexes that have
recently begun offering the service.
"It is very efficient for students
for homework and other educational purposes," Dana Orlando,
community service representative at Sterling University
Enclave, said. "It's an optional
utility that students will like."
Some apartment complexes
are hoping to entice students
with the convenience of having
high-speed Internet access at
their fingertips.
Sterling University Enclave
offers DSL (digital subscriber
line) service in both computer

Demakes."V\e were interested in pashing boundaries, at the same time
remaining true to who we are."
"Anthem" features a collection of 13
songs of this improved sound and one
bonus track. My favorite song,"Thc
Brightest Bulb had Burned Out/Screws
Fall Out," starts off slow. It's not until
after two minutes into the song that it
explodes and truly rocks out.
If that's not enough reason to enjoy
"Anthem," ihe album also includes 16
exclusive illustrations by top underground artists. This enhanced CD also
includes the video "She's Gonna Break
Soon," as well as photos, buddy icons
and more.
Grade: B
— Andrea Wilheim

THERE IS STILL TIME

IIIII

YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT
Hlf }" """"•" - On* BR, upper duplea. Unit 2 people $473.00
pet month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available S/17/03 to

S"T\A»JT SP?£*IS
n-«#->;>.

Shuttle service to and
from campus.
2 swimming pools.

Ride our shuttle to check us out
Lot A 9-10:30 1-4:30
Runs every 30 minutes

ummer
pecials
125 Clay St. #Ci One bdrm. unfurnished
apt. Located close to downtown and City
Park. Natural woodwork large rooms. FREE
GAS HEAT. WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric. $350.00 per month for a 12
month lease.
131 Clay St. #B & D: One bdrm.
unfurnished apts. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER. Located close to downtown and City
Park. #B $365.00, #D $355.00 per month for
a 12 month lease. Resident pays electric.
$350.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
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i1am_1:3oam
Mon;
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed:
11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
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11am-1:30am
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3 Laundromats
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Furnished. Or

151 TUUKSIIM - Across From offenhauer Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths. Assigned Parking.

One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $570.00

)

9H3E) [fl0&| cash, checks
-i rj 3'iudafj! SpsdsiJ

517 E. REED- Al Thuratln One Bedroom. 1 Bath
Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00

School Year - One Person Only - $385.00
One Year - One Person Only - $345.00
521 E. MERBV - Close to Offenhauer Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00

"All Day, Everyday"

4$, High Speed Internet
p8* coming this summer.

Heat Paid.

students.
"Though it's not cheap, the
owners |of the complex] pay for
the internet access," Ostrowski
said. "That's how it is considered
free to the tenants."
Other providers of high-speed
Internet
access
such
as
Roadrunner
(Time-Warner
Cable) charge upwards of $40
per month for Internet access
through a cable modem.
Residents of the apartments
are already enjoying their high
speed internet access for courserelated purposes.
"I like being able to use my
own computer so I don't have to
keep going back and forth from
campus," l.ee Torres, senior al
the University and resident of
Winthrop Terrace, said. "I am
taking an online course and I can
check my homework assignments, syllabus and course chat room all very fast. I can also do
other things quickly like downloading music."

5/8/04.

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 am - 3:00 pm
(419) 352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments

labs and in each apartment.
They began offering the service
in May.
"Our computer labs are accessible to all residents, so even
those who don't own computers
will be able to use the internet,"
Orlando said.
Winthrop Terrace, which has
locations on Napoleon, Summit,
and Palmer Streets is currently
installing a Tl connection in its
apartments. Ethernet wiring
connects up to three computers
to the internet in each apartment.
"The Internet access at our
Napoleon location is up and
running as of last week," Chris
Ostrowski. specialist at the apartment complex, said. "Ihe other
locations should be connected
this week."
This new trend in benefits is
valuable because it saves the ten ant a significant amount of
money each month. Landlords
know that saving money is at the
forefront of the mil ids of college

1% of national fyfr
scholarships are**'
from the Miss
America pageant.

UStntfjrop Cerrace
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PRECOLLECTION

LESS THAN JAKE

A breath of fresh air for punk fans.
Less Than lake is finally back after
a three-year hiatus. The time they took
to write and record their latest album.
"Anthem," was well worth the wait.
Great party music, this upbeat .mil fastpaced CD offers happy-go-lucky songs
that are actually not so happy. Lyrics
about shared hopes and fears are set to
cheery tunes that let listeners know
someone understands.

PM SHOWERS
HIGH 69 I LOW 47

'The Internet access at our Napoleon location is up and running
as of last week."

You may have caught them at
Howard's on May 28. If you didn't,
what you missed was a collection of
melodic tunes with complex lyrics.
With their first full-length CD in four
years, this time the Lilys combined the
psychedelic sounds of the '60s with
mid'80s UK indie-rock.
The I Jrys is made up of six musicians
surrounding one songwriter. Kurt
Heasley. Describing the reasoning
behind the band's delirious, psychedelic sounds, Heasley said that he "never
learned to play the guitar properly*
It's apparent when listening to
"Precollection" that the sounds of the
'60s had a large influence on Heasley.
The album has a bit of a Zeppelinesuue sound.
Track number sewn, "Percept ion
Room," sounds much like the Doors.

Democrat-1 Ierald.com
Albany police are searching
for someone who must have
received a severe electrical
shock and burns Sunday night
while apparently trying to cut
an electrical line at the former
Inland Quick Freeze building
on Water Avenue.
Police went to the site
between 8:30 and 8:45 p.m.
Inside the building, they found
burned clothes, burned gloves
and what appeared to be someone's burned scalp — a piece of
skin with hair still attached to it.
Compiled from Fark.com.

June 4,
2003

LILYS

Manifesto Records

Albany police hunt
for a burned burglar

WEDNESDAY

Pupa's SpadnJ
1 Extra Large 1 Item

coupon
necessnry
NO

104 S. Main
353-0988

MONDAY NIGHT

£t/CHR£
Games start at 8 pm
'Sign up after 7 pm*

SOS ILIHGH STREET Campus Manor - Behind KinW's. Two
Bedroom Furnished. One bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
flIS SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
7H7 . 7»7 THian One Bedroom Furnished One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate • $395.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $350.00
825 IHIBD One Bedroom Furnished PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $440.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
701 FOURTH • Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
449-455 S. BNTKRPBISE One Bedroom. Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - One Person Rate $400.00
One Year - One Person Rate • $350.00
810-815 FOURTH - One Bedroom, Furn. or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $425.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
619 S1SLU Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year Two Person Rate - $535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Bains.
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $630.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $520.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $450.00

839 SEYENTH One Bedroom unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate • $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
7M NINTH One Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWEDI
School Year - One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00
77a « rnllMt-lw Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $630.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $520.00
52I E. MERRY - Two Bedroom Furnished. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00

841 EICHTH Two Bedroom Fum. or Unfurn. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - Two Person Rate • $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470.00
WE HAVE MANY OTHER ONE AND TWO BEDROOM BIILDINCS STOP IN THE
Off ICE FOR A BROCHURE

Fridays
4 pm-7 pm

$2.00
APP£TtZ£R

WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED Ri •ILDINCS WITH A $225.00 MaVREFINDABLE PET DEPOSIT

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Woostcr Street. Bowling; Creen. OH
Located Across From Tfcco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (410) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8-30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Buffer

ajapr-tt- . :
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BGSU relying on
alumni donors
DONATIONS. FROM PAGE 3

prospective contributors. "One of
the best ways to market it is to try
to engage donors with some students." Koder said. "Students are
probably the best marketing tool
that we have."
Interaction with students often
becomes what compels donors to
continue to contribute after lluit
initial donation, Latta said. These
repeat donors are an asset to the
University especially as state
funding continues to be cut.
"More and more Universities are
looking to private donors for support." Larry Weiss, 1967 graduate
and former director of the alumni
center, said. "I think we all want to
take pride in our alma mater,
wherever that may be We want to
better it and lake it to another
level and this can no longer be

done on slate funding alone."
Economic conditions, however, can't affect the ability of alums
to contribute in other ways,
including remaining active in
their respective alumni chapters.
According lo 1986 graduate Brock
Bierman, staying active within
the University community is just
as important as giving financially.
"Right after graduation, I
couldn't afford to contribute
financially, so I had to find other
ways to contribute," he said.
Regardless of the type of contributions alumni make, it is the
responsibility of all graduates to
help shape the experience of current students, according to
University graduate Fred Zackel.
"The only thing that makes
BGSU have a personality is the
people that invest themselves
into the students," he said.

Funding in jeopardy
BUDGET, FROM PAGE 1

cational spending is not over yet.
The Senate version of the budget
is much better for the higher education than the I louse version.
"Now you have two completely
different looks at the bill," Weiss
said. "I guess that the final version

will end up being somewhere
between Mouse version and
Senate version. In the other words
if you look at the higher education liteml it would be not as bad
as il was in the House, but probably won't be as good as it is right
now as we see it in the Senate."

Wed. June 4th
XO Might
Come See the XO Girls

Thurs. June 5th
ladies Might with
DJ Diamond D. lee
Fn. June 6th

Natural light

Brian Bntian

$1.50 pint

Sat. June 7th

TBA

Mon. June 9th
Guys Night

Hurricanes $2.00
Citrus Squeeze $2.50
' Now Fealunng Belle's Brewery
Oberon Classic Lighl Wfir.it Beet

Open Mi«: Contest
Martini & Bloody flight
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Personals

Learn a skill lor lile. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out al Sandersonstables.com

Help Wanted
Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1 800 293-3985 ext. 541
Bus, Mktg. Mgt. Job market is tight,
but bus. booming at private US-15
yr old. $3 B, intl. comm co. Recruit,
train, mkt. manage, your intl. team in
10* countires. Franch/Entrep business. Thought $4k- $10kymo. in 3
mo. was impossible, then lookagaln.
Mr. Ault: destinyl (Smyexcel.cpm
1 asy walk from Campus Work
pf time or full time around your
college * personal schedule. Work a
mm. of 15 hrs./wk. Many college
students work here Standard pay is
S6.00mr. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling & packaging of
small parts Apply in person b/w the
hrs. of 9am-5pm (M-F) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough St .BG.OH. only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's &
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.
Office cleaning 5 afternoons a week
5 to 7 hrs. per week. Own trans req.
Call 352-5822.
The Metroparks of the Toledo Area
are looking for a qualified individual
lo fill the seasonal position of Deckhand/Interpreter located at Historic
Providence Park in Grand Rapids,
OH Up to 40 hrs per week, April
through end of October. Ability to
steer & dock canal boat, interpret
historic Miami & Erie Canal and provide visitors an education and entertaining experience on the canal
boat Apply at Administrative Office.
Wildwood Metroparks, 5100 W.
Central Ave.. Monday through Friday. 9:00 a.m. to Noon and 2 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. through June 15. Resume
required. AA/EOE.
Summerwork
$12.25 base appt.
Great resume exp. S120.000 in
scholarships Awarded. Conditions
apply, must be 18*. Cust. Service/
sales. No telemarketing, Flex hrs.
Call 419-861-6133 or visit
workforstudents.com
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
34
35
36
37
40
41
42

$0 Down!
FREE Internet
FREE Tanning Bed
FREE 24/7 Computer lab/game
room/fitness center

• Pool, Sundeck
•FREE Volleyball and Basketball
• Individual Leases by the
Bedroom

%jo anywhere e/se?
_*_

STERLING UNIVERSITY

419-353-5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
email: sterlingenclave@sterlinghousing.coni

www.suhenclave.com
LEND'EH

SUH'

IS

a trademark of SUW-, Inc.

43 Crossed over?

Hillcrests
Bakery worker
Nimble
Ephesus location
Lady ol the stable
NFL players
Ever
Parched
Adjutant
West Coast shopper'
Mr Coward
Ram's male
Select for duty
Lendl of tennis
Mont Blanc, e.g.
Family member
Novelist Bagnold
German wife
Bayou do-gooder?
Level
Dog food brand
Fool the bill

44
45
46
47
49
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

New Age Irish singer
Casually formal
Delayed flight inlo.
Inter-campus sports grp
Northern Norseman'7
Logical beginning?
Of grades 1 to 12
Gymnast Comaneci
Fossil fuel
_-do-well
Legislate
Utah ski resort
Wort of "Star Trek: TNG"
Observe again

ANSWERS

VOTED BEST PIZZA
ZZA 10
1C STRAIGHT YEARS

WW

' 203 N. Main *g'*»
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

352-5166

15.00 Minimum
• Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

'Large one
Item Pizza

Expires
6/30/03

-Ask about our other delivery specials

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

" 1 or 2 bedroom
rentals and single rooms
Call 419-353-0325 9am to 9pm

4 bdrm., 1 bth. hse@516E Reed.
Avail. Aug. 16, 12 mo. lease, $1050
mo. Hse. in good shape w/ nice
back yrd. 1/2 blk. Irom campus. Carpeted W off-street pkg. Unlurn Appliances includ. No dogs, sec. dep
req. jane at ianewurth01aol.com

House for rent
241 Manville. immediate occupancy
352-9392

1.2 & 3 bedroom furnished apts.
Close to campus
352-5239
3 bdrm., Ig. Ivg. rm., modern kitchen,
central air. family rm./laundry with
washer/dryer. Private pkg. 2 blocks
from campus 419-352-7090

Trained asbestos & lead abatement
workers. Fax resume to 419-3521671 or call 419-353-3056.

The Sign Says It All
•
•
•
•

1 Predisposition
2 Roman Catholic
tribunal
3 Son ol Judah
4 Feral
5 "The Catcher in the
Rye" author
6 Reflection
7 Blue Ridge predator?
8 Author Ambler
9 Carrol-tops
10 Bowler's conversion
38 L.L. Bean competitor
11 Bluenose
12 Went for a spin
39 Colander
13 North Sea feeder
44 When the French fry?
21 Period of many years 45 War casualties grp.
22 Arista
46" Gay"
25 Building wing
48 Marker of stones
26 Colander
49 Isinglass
27 Stitched
50 Celeb
51 Orderly
28 Image of a god
30 Trattoria quaff
52 Bread spread
31 Zodiac ram
53 "Citizen _"
32 Turner and Cantrell
54 McKinley and Cantor
33 Glazier's need
55 Pleasant part ol
35 Slippery
France?
36 Cab passenger
56 Walled-city entrance

•

800 Third St.
1 & 2 bdrm. starting in Aug. 2003
Call 354-9740.
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR - $490 • gas/elec
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

Prol. will share house w/grad.
students or prof. 4 bdrms. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
across Irom golf course. $255/mo.
incl. util. 352-5523 after 7pm.
Summer Sublease
Your own one bedroom apt.
$250 per month. 494-1491

GRADUATE HOUSING
1 bdrm. furnished

SERVING FINE FOOD
IN BOWLING GREEN
SINCE 1972

♦♦♦

FREE
August
'03 Rent!

must See!
Carty Studio Apartments
-Ideal for the serious
student or grad student
-Fully Furnished
-$395.00 one person
-All utitilites Included
-Long & short term leases
available
-25 in. TV included with
75 channels and HBO
(additional $20
monthly fee)
-Near campus
352.1520 Anytime

EXTENSIVE
WINE LIST
SMOKING AND
NON-SMOKING
DINING ROOMS
RESERVATIONS

(419)353-2277

Highland

163 S. MAIN ST.

Management
130 E. Washington St.. BG

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM
Jay-Mar Apts.- Senior/Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dishwasher

and spacious, beautiful rooms.
Starts $495,12 mo. lease.
The Highlands- Senior Grad
Housing, i Bdrm, spacious,
large closets, all new windows, carpel, some w/new kitchens 4 baths
Slans$395.12 mo lease
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, AC great location,
ceramic tile, soundproof cons.,
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Starts $510/month

We'll lake caw ol you Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
& dead bolt security, large
apts.. 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry.
www.bghlghlandmgmt.com
highland@wcntt.org

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALS!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

I
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FREE HEAT

VARSITY
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419-353-7715 &

